Our Forth

Our Forth is campaigning for:
1) Underground Coal Gasification to be immediately included in the Scottish Government Moratorium on Unconventional Gas
Extraction.
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Why is this important?

The land we eat from

What is Underground Coal Gasification (UCG)?
Underground coal gasificationThe
(UCG)
is a process
Unconventional
water
of ofthe
Forth Gas Extraction, similar to the more well known “fracking”.
UCG converts coal into gaseous fuel. Pairs of wells are drilled to access coal seams: one to partially ignite the coal using oxygen
or steam, and the second to extract the resulting gas.

It’s Our Forth
It’s where we live
It’s not worth the risk

Why is this an issue in the Firth of Forth?
There are large reserves of coal in seams under the Firth of Forth, inaccessible to traditional mining techniques. It’s this coal that
was mined from the collieries on the Lothian and Fife sides of the Forth for hundreds of years. The Coal Authority has sold the
licenses to this coal to private companies. This industry will directly affect everyone who lives and works around or cares about
the Firth of Forth.
The risks
This is an unproven technology, considered to be far riskier than fracking. The risks of severe environmental damage are high.
There can be poisonous leaks and subsidence. This could risk public health in our densely populated area. Scotland’s coal
seams are already heavily faulted and mined, increasing the potential for risking ground water contamination, leaks,
underground fires and subsidence.

UCG - plans to burn coal under the Forth
with an unproven technology

To
find out more and help the campaign against UCG join www.ourforth.org
But isn’t there a ban?
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Find your SNP MP here: www.snp.org/people
SIGN OUR PETITION: https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/no-ucg-in-our-forth
To join our campaign and for more information find us at www.ourforth.org or www.facebook.com/ourforth

